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A toy or novelty should be fun and amusing.

The electronics don’t have to be complex. You

can use input and output components in

unusual ways. Use the special features of

electronics – small size, low cost and range of

different outputs.

Situations

Use electronics to create something that’s a bit

different, incorporating electronics into

everyday objects.

Sensing input signals

In an electronic musical instrument the inputs

to the system will be used to choose the notes

or sounds. Think of ways of ‘playing’ the

instrument that are unusual. For other toys the

inputs will depend on the purpose of the

device. Think of ways of surprising or intriguing

young children with inputs. With novelty

devices the inputs can be hidden to make the

device operate unexpectedly.

Producing output signals

As with other features of a novelty device, look

for ways to use outputs in unusual or surprising

ways.

Electronic processing

A special feature of many novelty devices is the

need to keep the electronics very compact.

One way to do this is to use specialist

components that contain most of the circuit you

need on an IC. For example:

◆ Melody, sound and noise generators

These have one or more tunes (or other

sounds) pre-programmed into them. They

can often directly drive a piezo transducer

or, with a few extra components, a

loudspeaker.

◆ Voice record and play back ICs

These can record/playback a few

seconds of audio. Some versions allow

for a delay or echo to be added to the

playback.

◆ Organ IC

Will play a small range of notes (typically

15). Some ICs also have built-in tunes

and the ability to record short sequences

from the keyboard.

◆ Function generators

Used to create waveforms over a wide

range of frequencies. Can be used to

generate audio tones.

◆ Display driver for bar graph display

To drive 10 LEDS as a bar display, use a

‘3914’ IC.

◆ Counters

Used with a pulse generator a counter will

produce a repeating sequence that can

be used to drive LEDs.
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